
 

Enhancing Situational 
Awareness and Safety for a 

Global Crude Shipping 
Powerhouse 

  
  

The customer: A ‘Safety First’ Crude 
Shipping Conglomerate 
  
Maran Tankers Management (MTM) is the crude oil transportation arm of veteran group 
shipping conglomerate Angelicoussis Group, which boasts nearly 150 wholly-owned vessels. As 
one of the world’s leading operators, Maran Tankers provides crude transportation services for 
some of the largest oil producers. The company is known for its emphasis on service, safety, 
operational excellence, minimal environmental impact, and highly cost-effective management. 
The company’s mission and strategic goals include “zero accidents, oil spills, loss of process, or 
lapses in security.” 
 
  

The challenge: Always on the Lookout for 
Safety Innovation 

  
“Maritime crude oil transport is a highly complex business. Since its inception, Maran 
Tankers has been dedicated to creating a culture of safety on board and ashore,” noted 
Captain George Asteros, Operations Director at Maran Tankers. “Our safety-first approach, 
together with our openness to technological innovation, drives us to seek out cutting-
edge solutions – like Orca AI – to lower safety risks.”   
  
Maran Tankers management sought a solution that would enhance fleet safety and manage risk 
by: 
  

● Enhancing situational awareness on board and better understanding of the 
surroundings of the vessel  

● Helping crews prioritize high-risk targets in congested waters:  

https://angelicoussisgroup.com/ag-in-numbers/


 

○ High-density areas like Singapore Port, with both moving and anchored vessels  
○ Areas congested with fishing vessels like the China Sea 

● Identifying navigation trends on the fleet level, and taking data-driven actions 
● Fine-tuning the company’s safety policy based on actual navigation performance  

 

The Solution: Enhancing Situational 
Awareness with Orca AI 

  
Maran Tankers chose Orca AI’s navigational safety solution to enhance their team’s situational 
awareness by helping them make better real-time decisions. At the same time, the Orca solution 
provided the office back on shore with unparalleled visibility into the safety challenges facing the 
fleet, allowing them to make data-driven strategic decisions accordingly. 
  
Safety dashboard for the office 
  
With Orca AI, Maran Tankers office has a data-rich, 360-degree view into it’s fleet navigational 
safety challenges. The Orca AI system analyzes millions of data points collected from voyages 
and provides actionable insights and recommendations for reducing future risks. This then 
allows the office to determine each Orca-equipped vessel’s safety compliance status - with both 
COLREGs and company safety policy, identifying trends, correcting weak links before they 
become liabilities, and offering ongoing support and feedback to crews. 
  
“With Orca AI, MTM crews now have an additional highly advanced navigational system. 
It’s simple turnkey solution is vital to helping crews make sound real-time decisions.  
 
“In an era where complexity and regulations are constantly increasing, charterers are 
constantly striving to improve industry safety standards. We are complying and aiming 
to achieve the highest standards to surpass competition.” 
    
 
Orca AI for the Master the officers on board 
  
Orca AI is empowering MTM ship officers on board, to gain a deeper, more immediate 
understanding of their surroundings. The system delivers instant alerts and prioritization of risks 
– regardless of weather patterns, time of day, and in any type of waters. 
 
The platform’s cameras are responsible for the visual detection of targets. On top of this, Orca 
utilizes preinstalled ship sensors like AIS and GPS. Orca then aggregates inputs from all 
sources and presents targets with CPA, TCPA, SOG and speed parameters.   
  
The Orca AI system is like an additional lighthouse that picks up where traditional navigation 
systems end. For example, radar screens get very cluttered during congested waters, making it 
hard to follow, while small boats or buoys can also be missed by radar due to the noise 
generated by the waves. Furthermore, the ECDIS is limited by the fact that it can only present 
targets that have AIS or radar/ARPA data. 
The Orca AI system helps MTM officers by easily tracing small ships or boats at a distance, day 
and night to navigate safely in congested waters thereby helping the officer prioritize which 
vessels to pay attention to. 



 

 
“Orca AI has proven to be very useful in congested waters. It accurately detects visual 
targets that traditional radars simply cannot spot. More than that, it prioritizes targets, 
which is very helpful – it knows that a small CPA with a tugboat is not as dangerous as a 
VLCC with an equivalent CPA.” ~~ Captain of Maran Arete 
 
 
“Orca AI’s thermal cameras make a huge difference in both congested waterways and 
open seas, especially with little to no visibility.. Because the camera array is mounted 
above our bridge’s line of sight, it really extends our view every hour of the day and 
helps keep us safe. ~~ Captain of Maran Athena 
 

 
The Results  
 

● 75+ voyages  
● 1500+ days of sailing  
● 60+ gigabytes of data  
● 400,000+ nautical miles sailed  
● 33% reduction in # close encounter events 
● 27% increase in minimum distance from other vessels 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


